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Abstract.
This report evaluates the models’ capability to reproduce observed ground
magnetic field fluctuations, which are closely related to geomagnetically induced current phenomenon. One of the primary motivations of the work is
to support NOAA SWPC in their selection of the next geospace numerical
model that will be transitioned into operations. This report is based on two
papers submitted to the Space Weather Journal [Pulkkinen et al., 2013] and
[Rastätter et al., 2013b].
6 geomagnetic events and 12 geomagnetic observatories were selected for
validation. While modeled and observed magnetic field time series are available for all 12 stations, the primary metrics analysis is based on 6 stations
that were selected to represent the high-latitude and mid-latitude locations.
Events-based analysis and the corresponding contingency tables were built
for each event and each station. The elements in the contingency table were
then used to calculate Probability of Detection (POD), Probability of False
Detection (POFD) and Heidke Skill Score (HSS) for rigorous quantification
of the models’ performance.
In support of the project the CCMC developed a routine to calculate magnetic perturbations ∆B from snapshots of the current systems that are being produced by coupled models of the global magnetosphere-ionosphere system. Magnetic perturbations on the ground are calculated from currents in
the magnetosphere, from field-aligned currents between the magnetosphere
and the ionosphere, and the Hall- and Pedersen currents in the ionosphere.
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The results of the post-processing tool were compared with runtime ∆B calculations within the Space Weather Modeling Framework (SWMF) model.
The same routine was applied for all global magnetosphere models.
The summary results of the metrics analyses are reported in terms of POD,
POFD and HSS. Event by event contingency tables are provided in the appendix. An online interface built at CCMC is available for more detailed time
series analyses.
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1. Introduction
The geomagnetically induced current (GIC) problem [e.g., Boteler et al., 1998; Pirjola,
2005] has received elevated international interest over the past 3-4 years, especially in
terms of the potential impact on high-voltage power transmission systems. The current
worst-case scenarios range from wide-scale voltage and system collapses [North American Electric Reliability Corporation, 2012] to catastrophic loss of a large number of highvoltage power transformers [National Research Council, 2008]. While better quantification
of the hazard will require additional interdisciplinary science and power engineering investigations, it is commonly accepted that the problem is serious enough that actions need
to be taken for mitigating the impact. Consequently, the space weather modeling and
forecasting community is responding to this elevated need by supporting the operational
utilization of the latest advancements in the science. More specifically, the community
needs to work on new regional or even local predictions of the geomagnetic environment
pertaining to GIC. Initial steps towards this goals have been taken both on the empirical and first-principles-based modeling fronts [e.g., Weigel et al., 2003; Wintoft, 2005;
Weimer et al., 2010; Pulkkinen et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2012]. The next logical step is to
transition the new scientific capability into an operational setting, which is the primary
motivation of the work at hand.
Understanding model capabilities to reproduce observed features in the signal of interest
is a key element of space weather monitoring and forecasting. Quantification of the model
performance becomes critical as one moves from the research to operational environment
where inaccurate model estimates and misleading error bars can potentially lead to poor
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and costly decisions by the end-user. Consequently, detailed model validation, tests for
model robustness and general quality checks (e.g., model response to bad input data) are
a central part of model transition to operations and of general interest to operational
space weather forecasting entities.
Acknowledging the importance of rigorous model validation and building on the earlier reports on the topic [Pulkkinen et al., 2010, 2011; Rastätter et al., 2011], as well
as the excellent work on geopace model validiaton conducted under the auspices of the
Geospace Environment Modeling (GEM) Metrics and Validation Focus Group, NOAAs
Space Weather Prediction Center (SWPC) requested the Community Coordinated Modeling Center (CCMC) evaluate geospace models available at the CCMC for possible transition to operations. This effort included the participation of model developers, as well
as the CCMC, SWPC, and through GEM, the broader scientific community. Planning
and discussions with modelers and the scientific community were held at GEM, the annual Space Weather Workshop in Boulder, and at meetings of the American Geophysical
Union. One benefit of building on previous work done by the GEM Geospace Environment
Modeling Challenge, is that, over time, we will be able to track model improvements as
new and improved versions of existing models, or new models, are delivered to the CCMC.
In contrast to earlier GEM efforts on the topic the focus of the latest model validation
effort was to study the models’ capability to reproduce the observed “dB/dt events,” i.e.
rapid fluctuation of the ground magnetic field. The primary argumentation for studying
dB/dt is that the time derivative of the ground magnetic field (referred to as “dB/dt”) can
be used as an indicator for the level of geomagnetically induced electric field, or geoelectric
field, on the surface of the Earth [e.g., Viljanen et al., 2001]. The geoelectric field, in
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turn, is the primary physical quantity driving GIC. Consequently, although numerous
additional complexities such as ground conductivity, conductor system configuration and
other engineering details including high-voltage power transformer design are critical for
more detailed assessment of the threat, dB/dt can be used as an indicator for a potential
GIC hazard. Further, if data from an upstream monitor such as NASA’s Advanced
Composition Explorer (ACE) is used to produce dB/dt, one can generate short lead-time
(15-30 min) forecast estimates of the potential hazard.
The validation work discussed in this report is a result of extensive collaboration between the geospace modeling community, NOAA SWPC and CCMC. The definition of the
validation setting, selection of metrics and the general validation process were discussed
comprehensively and agreed as the work progressed over the past approximate 2 years.
All intermediate results of the analyses carried out by CCMC were communicated to the
community and modelers and it was made certain that the model installations and tools at
CCMC were acceptable to all participating groups. Generally, the validation process was
made as transparent as possible including early communication of NOAA SWPC criteria
for selecting models entering the transition process.

2. Selected events
Six geospace storm events listed in Table 1 were chosen for the study. Four of the
events (events 1-4 in Table 1) were used in the earlier GEM Challenges [Pulkkinen et al.,
2010, 2011; Rastätter et al., 2011] and two new “surprise events” not communicated to
the modelers prior to the model and model setup delivery to CCMC were added to the
list. The two new events were selected jointly by CCMC and NOAA SWPC scientists.
Solar wind bulk plasma and the interplanetary magnetic field observations carried out
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by Solar Wind Electron, Proton, and Alpha Monitor (SWEPAM) and MAG instruments
onboard Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) for the events are shown in Fig. 1. Due
to limitations of the SWEPAM instrument during the October 2003 event (event 1), only
low temporal resolution plasma velocity data could be constructed [Skoug et al., 2004].
Further, the plasma density data for the event were obtained from the Geotail Plasma
Wave Instrument. Earlier GEM Challenge events 1 and 2 are well-known coronal mass
ejection-related major storm events and events 3 and 4 are less active periods associated
with much more subtle changes in the solar wind driving. Events 1-4 are from the solar
cycle 23. The new surprise event 5 is one of the first CME-related events of the cycle 24
and was of special interest due to the very large substorm event that was associated with
the storm. Event 6 in turn was the first severe storm of the cycle 24.
Solar wind observations were propagated to model inflow boundaries by ballistic propagation and the x-component (Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric coordinate system) of the
interplanetary magnetic field was set to zero. While solar wind propagation constitutes
a source for modeling errors, the same solar wind input was used for all models, thus
introducing identical uncertainty in the specification of the inflow boundaries.

3. Physical quantity used for the validation study
For each event in Table 1, the model performance was evaluated by comparing the
observed vs predicted ground dB/dt. Throughout the paper dB/dt is defined as

dB/dt =

q

(dBx /dt)2 + (dBy /dt)2

(1)
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where Bx and By indicate the two horizontal components of the magnetic field. Oneminute geomagnetic observatory recordings were used to provide the observed signal.
One-minute temporal resolution magnetic field recordings were downloaded via INTERMAGNET (www.intermagnet.org). The data were transformed from geographic coordinates, as provided by INTERMAGNET, into geomagnetic dipole coordinates. IGRF
2000 coefficients were used to compute the coordinate transformation matrices as given
by Hapgood [1992]. The quiet-time baseline level was determined visually for each station
and for each event and the baseline was removed from the magnetic field data to obtain
the disturbance field. Small data gaps with length of no more than few minutes were
patched by means of linear interpolation. Methods for computing dBx and dBy (delta-B)
from model outputs are described below. The modeled delta-B were resampled by means
of spline interpolation to match the time stamps of the observations.

4. Magnetometer stations
Following the GEM Challenges, 12 geomagnetic observatories (magnetometer stations)
listed in Table 2 and shown in Fig. 2 were selected based on the global spatial and temporal
coverage. Station PBQ was discontinued November 2007 and replaced by station SNK.
Consequently, for events 5 and 6 station SNK was used in place of PBQ.
6 stations were selected out of the original 12 GEM Challenge stations to represent
the high-latitude and mid-latitude locations. The selected high-latitude stations are
PBQ/SNK, ABK and YKC and mid-latitude stations WNG, NEW, OTT (see Table
1 and Fig. 2). The selected 6 stations represent all three meridional chains used in the
earlier Challenges and have equal weight on mid- and high-latitude locations. No observed
data was available for station ABK for event 5. Although all 12 stations are available for
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both observation and model prediction data sets and can be viewed via CCMC’s online
model validation interface only the above 6 stations are used in the results discussed in
this report.

5. Models
Five models were evaluated in the model validation activity. These included empirical
models by D. Weimer (Virginia Polytechnic Institute) and R. Weigel (George Mason
University) and major US global magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) models from University
of Michigan, Center for Integrated Space Weather Modeling (CISM) and University of
New Hampshire. Also the Finnish Meteorological Institute’s Grand Unified IonosphereMagnetosphere Coupling Simulation (GUMICS) global MHD group participated in the
discussions associated with the validation work. However, while GUMICS is available
for runs-on-request at CCMC, due to the current serial implementation of the model the
group did not participate in the validation of the model itself. The full parallel version of
GUMICS is expected to be available before the next round of operational geospace model
validation.
Below each model and settings pertaining to the validation activity are described. Table
3 summarizes some of the key features of each individual model. A version of the Weimer
model and all global MHD models discussed in this work are available at CCMC for
runs-on-request.
5.1. Weimer empirical ground magnetic field prediction model
The empirical model supplied by Daniel Weimer provides values of the magnetic perturbations at the surface of the Earth, for vector components in the North, East, and
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Vertical (down) directions. Vectors are returned as a function of location in either geographic latitude/longitude coordinates, or corrected geomagnetic latitude/magnetic local
time coordinates. More specifically, the model internally uses “Modified Apex” coordinates [Richmod, 1995; Emmert et al., 2010; VanZandt et al., 1972]. If geographic locations
are specified on input, then the output vectors are also in geographic coordinates such
that positive North is toward the geographic pole; otherwise North is toward the corrected
geomagnetic apex pole. For the purpose of the challenge the output vectors are rotated
into geomagnetic coordinates. The data needed to drive the model are the Geocentric
Solar Magnetospheric (GSM) y- and z-components of the interplanetary magnetic field
(IMF), the solar wind velocity, the dipole tilt angle of the Earth’s magnetic field, and
the solar F10.7 index. Ideally, 25-minute mean values of the IMF and solar wind velocity
should be used, with a 20-minute delay after propagation to the magnetosphere’s bow
shock [Weimer and King, 2008].
The model uses Spherical Cap Harmonic Analysis (SCHA) [Haines, 1985] within a cap
that extends down to 33.4 degrees apex latitude. SCHA coefficients up to order m = 3 and
degree l = 16 are used. Measurements of the IMF and solar wind on the ACE spacecraft,
from February 1998 through December 2005, were used to generate the model, as well
as measurements from over 120 magnetometer stations. Details of data preparation and
initial tests, are provided by Weimer et al. [2010]. A least-error-fit was used to find
how each of the SCHA coefficients varies as a linear function of the input values, with
17 terms for each coefficient. In order to handle the non-linear “saturation” response of
the ionosphere, the fits are derived separately within 23 bins, divided according to the
magnitude of the IMF.
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More recently an improved version of this model has been developed, but it was not
available for the validation work discussed in this paper [Weimer, 2013]. The latest version
extends down to the geomagnetic equator, using data from 143 magnetometer stations.
It uses spherical harmonics up to degree l = 31, and divides the IMF measurements into
29 bins.
5.2. Weigel empirical ground magnetic field prediction model
Three models were used for this study. All of the models were developed using available
1-minute ground magnetometer measurements from World Data Centre for Geomagnetism
(Edinburgh) [(http://www.wdc.bgs.ac.uk/) in the time interval January 1, 2000 through
December 31, 2006 excluding event intervals that occurred in this time range.
The first model is the climatological average of ∆B (disturbance field) for each component computed by taking the average of ∆B in 48 local times.
The second and third models are linear impulse response filters using the method of
Weigel [2007]. Both models predict geomagnetic disturbance G (∆B or dB/dt) in vector
direction i using

Gi (t, LT ) = h∆,LT +

Nc
X

vBs (t − t0 )h(t0 , LT )

(2)

t0 =0

where the solar wind velocity v, and the rectified −z component of the interplanetary magnetic field, Bs = 1/2(|Bz | − Bz ), are from the OMNI high-resolution data set
(http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/ow min.html), and the h coefficients depend on local time,
LT . The model coefficients are determined using a least-squares minimization of the prediction error.
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The model for Gi = ∆Bi has N c = 12 and predicts Gi at 48 local times. Physically,
this model predicts the ground magnetic field given the past six hours of solar wind
measurements. Data were resampled to place the predictions on a 1-minute time grid.
The model that predicts G = dB/dt has N c = 4 and predicts G at 1440 local times.
The model G = dB/dt was used in the metrics analyses carried out in this paper.
5.3. Space Weather Modeling Framework
The Space Weather Modeling Framework (SWMF) [Tóth et al., 2005, 2012]
(http://csem.engin.umich.edu/swmf) is a flexible software framework designed to model
a variety of space physics phenomena. The SWMF divides the complex space physics
systems into physics domains. The domains used in the SWPC modeling challenge are
the Global Magnetosphere (GM), the inner magnetosphere (IM) and the Ionosphere Electrodynamics (IE).
The GM model is the Block-Adaptive Tree Solarwind Roe-type Upwind Scheme (BATSR-US) [Powell et al., 1999; Gombosi et al., 2004]. In the work described in this paper
the semi-relativistic MHD equations [Gombosi et al., 2002] are solved. We use an explicit/implicit time stepping scheme [Tóth et al., 2006] with a 5 second time step (potentially reduced by the adaptive time step control scheme if necessary). The computational
domain extends from 32 RE upstream to −224 RE downstream in the x direction and
±128 RE in the y and z coordinates (GSM). The inner boundary is at 2.5 RE distance
from the center of the Earth. The domain is discretized with a block-adaptive Cartesian
grid. The roughly 1 million grid cells vary in size from 1/4 RE near the inner boundary to 8 RE in the distant tail. The boundary conditions are the usual (see referred
publications for details), except for the density at the inner boundary, which is set as
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ρinner = 28 + 0.1 CPCP where CPCP is the average of the northern and southern cross
polar cap potentials measured in keV, and the density is measured in amu/cm3 . In these
runs, we used the artificial wind scheme [Sokolov et al., 2002] with Koren’s limiter [Koren,
1993] (β = 1.2) and the 8-wave scheme [Powell et al., 1999].
The IM domain is represented by the Rice Convection Model (RCM) [Wolf et al., 1982;
Toffoletto et al., 2003]. RCM solves for the bounce averaged and isotropic but energy
resolved particle distribution of electrons and various ions. We used the standard RCM
settings except for one modification: we added an exponential decay term to the RCM
equations, so that the phase space density decays towards zero with 10 hour e-folding
rate. With this modification the Dst index of the coupled model recovers better after
large storms.
The IE domain is represented by the Ridley Ionosphere Model (RIM) [Ridley et al.,
2004]. RIM uses the field-aligned currents obtained from GM and the F10.7 flux (set as
an input parameter for each event) to calculate particle precipitation and conductances
based on empirical relationships. RIM solves a Poisson-type equation for the electric
potential on a 2D spherical grid. We set the lower latitude boundary to 10◦ .
In the work described in this paper the BATS-R-US and RIM models are coupled every
5 seconds, while the BATS-R-US with RCM as well as the RIM to RCM couplings are
done every 10 seconds. In the BATS-R-US – RIM coupling the MHD model calculates
the field-aligned currents (FAC) at 3 RE and maps it down to the ionospheric grid. The
electric field obtained by RIM, is mapped back to the inner boundary of GM, where the
E × B/B 2 velocity is calculated. The cross polar cap potentials are also sent to GM,
and are used to set the density at the inner boundary. In the RIM to RCM coupling the
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electric potential is passed and interpolated onto the RCM grid. In the BATS-R-US to
RCM coupling BATS-R-US finds the closed field line region and calculates field volume
integrals with an efficient parallel field line tracing algorithm [Glocer et al., 2009a]. The
integrated GM density and pressure are applied as outer boundary conditions for the IM
model assuming a 90% H+ to 10% O+ number density ratio. In the RCM to BATS-R-US
coupling the GM grid cell centers are traced to the inner boundary along the magnetic
field lines with an efficient parallel algorithm [De Zeeuw et al., 2004]. The BATS-R-US
pressure and density are nudged towards the RCM values with a 20 second relaxation
time.
In addition to the basic variables used in the various models, the SWMF can also
calculate various plasma parameters along satellite trajectories, ionospheric foot-points
of satellites, integrated line-of-sight images, various geomagnetic indexes (Dst, Kp), as
well as local magnetic perturbations [Yu and Ridley, 2008]. The SWMF can model space
weather events starting from the Sun all the way to the Earth [Tóth et al., 2007]. The
magnetospheric components of the SWMF have been validated in several studies [Ridley et
al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2007; Glocer et al., 2009c; Welling and Ridley, 2010]. In addition to
the magnetospheric models used in this study, the SWMF also contains the radiation belt
and the polar wind components [Glocer et al., 2009a, b], and the CRCM and RAM-SCB
inner magnetosphere models [Buzulukova et al., 2010; Zaharia et al., 2010].
5.4. Lyon-Fedder-Mobarry model with Magnetosphere-Ionosphere Coupler
and Electrodynamics Solver
The Coupled Magnetosphere Ionosphere Thermosphere Model (CMIT) [Wang et al.,
2004; Wiltberger et al., 2004] couples the Lyon-Fedder-Mobarry global magnetosphere
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model (LFM) [Lyon et al., 2004] with the Thermosphere-Ionosphere-Electrodynamic
Global Circulation Model (TIEGCM) [Roble and Ridley, 1994] via the Magnetosphere
Ionosphere Coupler Solver (MIX) [Merkin et al., 2010] to provide a comprehensive global
simulation of geospace response to solar and solar wind drivers. The LFM portion of the
model solves the ideal magnetohydrodynamic equations to describe the interaction of the
solar wind plasma with the plasma in geospace. This portion of the model requires that
the solar wind and IMF conditions be specified typically from ACE or WIND spacecraft
observations. These conditions are assumed to be constant along planar fronts propagating through the computational domain. The LFM is electrodynamically coupled to
the ionosphere through the MIX model. MIX solves for the cross polar cap potential
taking currents from the magnetospheric domain and conductance from the ionosphere.
In order to obtain the conductance information MIX uses a series of empirical relationships described in Wiltberger et al. [2009] to transform the MHD parameters at the inner
boundary into a characteristic energy and flux of precipitating electrons. The ionospheric
component uses the electron flux information along with a parameterization of the solar
extreme ultraviolet (EUV) flux driven by the F10.7 index to compute the conductance. It
is noted that in this validation work TIEGCM was not used. Instead of the full ionospherethermosphere system only the ionospheric electrodynamics was treated via MIX.
For the validation work discussed in this paper we used a modest resolution version of
the model that provides reliable performance on small amount of computational resources.
In the LFM the simulation grid was 53(radial)x48(azimuthal)x64(polar) points allowing
for a typical resolution in the inner magnetosphere of roughly 0.4 RE . The electrodynamic
grid used in MIX was 2x2 degrees covering the high latitude region down to a magnetic
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colatitudes of 45 degrees. The model runs faster than real-time on 24 processors. In the
magnetosphere the typical time step is approximately 0.1 seconds. The electrodynamic
coupling between the ionosphere and magnetosphere is updated every 5 seconds. The
computational model can provide a vast array of information relevant to space weather
ranging from the magnetic fields at geosynchronous orbit to the ground magnetic field
perturbations.
CMIT and its component models have been used to study a variety of process in geospace
ranging from magnetic storms [Goodrich et al., 1998] to substorms [Lopez et al., 1998; Wiltberger et al., 2000] including driving by CMEs [Baker et al., 2004] and CIRs [Wiltberger
et al., 2012]. The model was validated by developers against numerous measurements
of magnetopause crossings [Lopez et al., 2006; Garcia and Hughes, 2007], ground magnetometer observations [Wiltberger et al., 2003] and climatology data from Geotail [Guild
et al., 2008a, b]. The version of the model used in this repott does not include an inner
magnetosphere model, but coupling with the Rice Convection Model has recently been
completed [Pembroke et al., 2012] and will be part of a future release to the CCMC and
the next round of operational geospace model validation.
5.5. Open General Geospace Circulation Model
The Open General Geospace Circulation Model (OpenGGCM) global MHD model simulates the interaction of the solar wind with the magnetosphere-ionosphere-thermosphere
system. Besides numerically solving the MHD equations with high spatial resolution in a
large volume containing the magnetosphere, the model also includes ionospheric processes
and their electrodynamic coupling with the magnetosphere. The coupling between the
magnetosphere and the ionosphere is an essential part of the model because the iono-
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sphere controls, to a large extent, magnetospheric convection, by providing the resistive
closure of the field aligned currents that are generated from the interaction of the solar
wind with the magnetosphere [Raeder et al., 1996, 1998]. Processes that occur in the
near-Earth region on polar cap and auroral field lines and that are inherently kinetic have
been parametrized in the model using empirical relationships. These processes include
the field aligned potential drops that are associated with upward field aligned currents,
electron precipitation caused by the field aligned potential drops [Knight, 1972], and the
diffuse electron precipitation that is caused by pitch angle scattering of plasma sheet electrons [Lyons et al., 1979; Robinson et al., 1987; Weimer et al., 1987; Kennel and Petschek,
1966]. The electron precipitation parameters and the ionosphere potential are then passed
to the Coupled Thermosphere Ionosphere Model (CTIM), which is coupled to the MHD
part of the code. CTIM [Fuller-Rowell et al., 1996] is a dynamic model of the ionosphere
and thermosphere with a long heritage, covering the globe from 80 km to several 1000 km
altitude, and following several neutral and ionic species and their photochemical interactions. CTIM computes self-consistently the ionospheric Pedersen and Hall conductances,
which are then used to solve the ionospheric potential equation [see Raeder, 2003, for
details].
The OpenGGCM requires as input solar wind and IMF data, and the F10.7 solar radio
flux as a proxy for solar UV/EUV radiation. Solar wind and IMF data are ballistically
propagated from the monitor location to the upstream boundary of the simulation. Furthermore, we calculate the normal direction of the solar wind fronts using the minimum
variance method [Sonnerup and Cahill, 1967, 1968] in order to extrapolate the single
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point measurements to the entire inflow surface. Without such treatment the IMF Bx
component cannot change in time without violating ∇ · B = 0 [Raeder et al., 2001c].
The OpenGGCM computes all magnetospheric and ionospheric quantities that are necessary to determine GICs [Raeder et al., 2001a]. Other quantities of interest to space
weather can also be derived, such as the total and equivalent ionospheric current, ionosphere electron content, and neutral density affecting low-Earth orbit satellites [Li et al.,
2011]. The model has been used for a variety of studies, for example, for the study of
substorms [Raeder et al., 2001c, 2008, 2010; Ge et al., 2011; Gilson et al., 2012], storms
[Raeder et al., 2001a, b], flux transfer events and dayside reconnection [Raeder, 2006;
Dorelli et al., 2012; Muhlbacher et al., 2005; Connor et al., 2012], ionospheric convection
[Vennerstrom et al., 2005, 2006; Siscoe et al., 2004; Lu et al., 2012], and plasma entry
under northward IMF [Li et al., 2005, 2008, 2009, 2011]. A more detailed description of
the code and the methods used can be found in Raeder [2003] and Raeder et al. [2008].

6. Milestones of model deliveries and run executions
The original deadline for model delivery to CCMC was set for January 31st 2011. Actual
delivery or the last update vary depending on particular situation at each modeling team.
CCMC had extensive communications with the model developers to guarantee correct
installation and to ensure the usage of appropriate settings for each model. Based on a
variety of tests such as code robustness carried out at CCMC, model developers provided
revisions to the model settings. The final selection of all model settings for most of the
models was accomplished by mid-August 2011. To allow for simulations in a realistic realtime computational environment, it was required that settings for all models were such
that the simulations would run not slower then twice the modeled physical time on 64
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Beowulf cluster processors. This approach also ensured that model settings are selected
to produce comparable speed for the same computational platform and computational
resources.
6.1. SWMF
Model release: Jan. 31, 2011. There were no significant modifications in the code after
the original delivery date. Modification were required to adjust the performance on CCMC
computers using CCMC compilers. Simulation runs for Events 1- 4 were completed in May
and June 2011. This model setting is currently implemented for CCMC Runs-on-request.
6.2. OpenGGCM
Initial model release: Feb. 8, 2011. Model updates were required after the initial
robustness tests. The extension for the final delivery was agreed with all code developer.
The updated version was delivered in Aug. 2011. The source code was locked since then.
Due to various reasons, it was necessary to rerun simulations several time and to make
modifications to simulation setting suggested by model developers. For the simulations
of the event 2 the numerical instability result in generation of earthward flow from the
far-tail boundary (X=-355 RE ) of the simulation box that impacted the whole solution
starting mid-day on Dec. 15, 2006. Similar problems were detected for the event 3.
Subsequently, the model settings for events 2 and 3 were modified by the CCMC to avoid
numerical instabilities development at the simulation box boundaries. The simulations
box was widened and elongated and the model run was completed with 310 × 144 × 144
( 6M) cells in a box from −535RE < X < 30.01RE and −62.058RE < Y, Z < 62.058RE .
The box dimensions and the number of cells in each direction were chosen to have a grid
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that is as close as possible to the original grid in the original box (270 × 120 × 120 cells
in −300.01RE < X < 30.01RE and −38.01RE < Y, Z < 38.01RE ). Further, during
the verification of runs results in December 2012 it was found that simulated events 1-4
propagated solar wind erroneously twice from ACE spacecraft position (X = 232RE ) to
the model upstream boundary at 30 RE . The error was introduced during the second
model upgrade that unexpectedly included solar wind propagation option in the input file
provided by developers. These solar wind propagation errors were corrected in the revised
simulations.
6.3. LFM
Model release: Jan. 14, 2011. Modification were required to adjust the performance on
CCMC computers using CCMC compilers. Simulation runs for Events 4 was completed
in July of 2011, and for Events 1 and 2 in October and November of 2011, respectively.
Simulations for Event 3 was rerun in December 2012 due to the erroneous solar wind
data propagation delay detected during rigorous model output testing. The cause of the
erroneous solar wind delay is at the is time unknown and is being investigated. Note: The
process of LFM installation is more cumbersome then for other models.
6.4. Weimer
Model release: Apr. 19, 2011. There were no significant modifications of the source
code since the original delivery. Final executions were performed in April of 2012.
6.5. Weigel
Initial model release: Feb. 13, 2011. We had multiple problems and questions when
executing the model and a few more re-releases were necessary to address issues with
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different versions of Octave (used as substitute for Matlab). It was also realized by model
developer that the originally released version was designed for the delta-B studies and
is not appropriate for dB/dt calculations. A final model version designed for dB/dt
predictions was released on March 15, 2012. Therefore different model versions are used
for dB/dt study included in this report and for delta-B and local K predictions. Final
reruns were last done in October 2012.

7. Implementation of delta-B computations for physics-based models
In support of the project the CCMC developed a routine to calculate magnetic perturbations delta-B from snapshots of the current systems that are being produced by
coupled models of the global magnetosphere-ionosphere system [Rastätter et al., 2013b].
Magnetic perturbations on the ground are calculated from currents in the magnetosphere,
from field-aligned currents between the magnetosphere and the ionosphere, and the Halland Pedersen currents in the ionosphere. The same routine was applied for all global
magnetosphere models. The calculations are the same regardless of the model that writes
the outputs and thus can be easily applied to any additional coupled magnetosphereionosphere model supported by the Community Coordinated Modeling Center in the future. The two empirical models (see Table 3) provided direct predictions of the magnetic
field at the used station locations.
The delta-B values are calculated from three contributions in the magnetosphereionosphere system:
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Magnetosphere currents:

Electric currents from the magnetosphere outside of the “current pickup radius” of the
magnetosphere model are used to calculate the magnetic perturbation ∆B by using the
Biot-Savart formula, similar to Rastätter et al. [2013a]:
∆B =

µ0 X J × R
dV
4π
R3

(3)

Here, R = XJ − Xstation is the vector between the position of the current element XJ and
the magnetometer position (Xstation ), and dV is the volume element of the grid cell that
contains current element J.
Every magnetosphere MHD model has a near-Earth boundary that is separated from
the ionosphere electrodynamics module by a certain distance to avoid the very strong
magnetic field and large Alfvén velocities that restrict the maximum allowed time step
in the numerical schemes Powell et al. [1999]; ?]; ?. The inner boundary for the SWMF
runs is located at 2.5RE distance from the Earth’s center. Electric currents mapped into
the ionosphere are picked up from a distance slightly farther away from Earth to ensure
that the currents are being taken from within the magnetosphere grid and not from the
boundary. In SWMF this additional distance is 0.5RE , which means that field-aligned
currents are picked up at R0 = 3RE The margin of 0.5RE is slightly larger than a cell
size (dC) measured diagonally (with dx = 0.25RE : dC =

√

3dx ∼ 0.433RE ). Only

magnetosphere grid cells with volumes dV that are centered at positions R = [x, y, z]
beyond R0 from the Earth’s center are considered in the summation of Equation 3.
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7.2. Field-aligned currents:
The field-aligned currents (FAC) fill the gap region between the inner boundary of the
magnetospheric model grid (3RE or 3.5RE from the Earth’s center) and the ionosphere
(at 110 km altitude). During post-processing the magnetic field-aligned currents (FAC)
are picked up from the magnetosphere and assumed to follow a dipole magnetic field to
the ionosphere. We used the original model grids in the ionosphere and used the radial
current density (Jr ) reported by the ionosphere electrodynamic modules of each model.
The region between 110 km (riono = (1. + 110/6371.2)RE = 1.01727RE ) and the pickup
radius of the magnetospheric currents at R0 = 3RE is represented by a spherical grid with
an adjustable radial grid spacing and the model’s grid in the ionosphere for longitude
(azimuth) angles φ between 0 and 2π and latitude angles λ between −π/2 at the south
pole and π/2 at the north pole. FAC are arranged on filaments emanating from the
ionosphere grid that run along lines of the dipolar magnetic field Bdip that determines the
orientation and strength of the FAC in the gap region. In spherical coordinates (r̂, θ̂, φ̂)
the dipole field is
Bdip









3(m · r)r − r m
1  2 cos(θ) 
1  2 sin(λ) 
=
=
−
sin(θ)
=


 − cos(λ) 
3
r5
r3
r
0
0
2

(4)

with θ = π/2 − λ. The magnetic field strength is described by:
q

Bdip (r, λ) =

3 sin2 (λ) + 1
r3

(5)

Positions (r, θ) on dipole field lines satisfy the relation (sin2 (θ)/r = cos2 (λ)/r = constant).
Using r, riono , λ2 and λiono we can calculate λ2 using
r cos2 (λ2 ) = riono cos2 (λiono ).

(6)
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Equation 6 is used to calculate the latitude λ2 (r, λiono ) along a dipole field line on each
radial level of the grid (r) for each footprint located at λiono and riono in the ionosphere.
Each volume element in the FAC region is then computed for each filament (index i) using
the half-distance between adjacent filaments (located at index [j − 1] and [j + 1]):
dV (i, j) = dr (r[i])2

λ2 [j +1] − λ2 [j −1]
cos(λ2 [j])
2

(7)

For the polar axes (j = 1: south, j = N : north), the expression of Equation 7 is replaced
by:
− (− π2 )
λ2 [1] + (− π2 )
cos
2
2
!
− λ2 [N−1]
λ2 [N−1] + π2
cos
2
2

!

2 λ2 [2]

dV [i, 1] = dr (r[i])

π
2 2

dV [i, N ] = dr (r[i])

(8)
(9)

The finite difference in latitude angle (λ2 ) in Equation 7, that involves positions across
the pole, is replaced by the latitude difference between the respective pole and the first
element of λ2 adjacent to the pole. The argument of the co-sine in Equation 7 is being
replaced by the half distance between the polar axis and the first grid position away
from the polar axis as shown in Equations 8 and 9. This is needed to obtain the volume
elements that fill the region around the axes.
To construct the FAC filaments, we use the radial component of the FAC (Jr ) that is
reported by the output provided by the ionosphere electrodynamics module of SWMF. Jr
results from current densities that are encountered at the current pickup radius R0 in the
magnetosphere and mapped into the ionosphere. To obtain the strength and sign of the
actual field-aligned currents, Jr is divided by the sine of the dipole inclination angle I
"

2 sin(λ)
sin(I) = − sin arctan
cos(λ)

!#

(10)
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with λ here and in following equations denoting the latitude position on the ionosphere
grid. The ratio of the field strength (Equation 5) at the grid position on the FAC filament
divided by the magnetic field strength at the ionosphere foot point is used to scale the
current at the ionosphere altitude (Jr (θ, φ)/sin(I)) to yield the current strength along the
FAC filament:
JFAC (r, λ2 (λ), φ) =

3
JR (λ, φ) [3 cos2 (λ2 ) + 1]1/2 riono
sin(I) [3 cos2 (λ) + 1]1/2 r3

(11)

As with magnetosphere currents, magnetic perturbations from FAC are calculated using
the Biot-Savart formula (Equation 3). In contrast to the Dst study [Rastätter et al.,
2013a], the contribution of the field-aligned currents to the magnetic perturbations at
the magnetometer stations is non-negligible. The distance vector (R) between the FAC
element and the station position is not always in the poloidal plane unlike the vector from
the Earth’s center to the current element in the case of the Dst calculation. The sum of all
FAC elements may have nonzero components in each of the three directions. In addition,
we have to consider local magnetic north, east and downward components of ∆B at each
station location instead of a single component aligned with the magnetic dipole axis for
Dst .
7.3. Ionospheric currents:
We used the original model grids in the ionosphere and used the Cartesian components of
the ionospheric height-integrated current density (Jx , Jy , Jz ) reported by the ionosphere
electrodynamic modules of each model. The size of the surface elements dS at each
ionosphere grid position (θ, φ) = (π/2 − λ, φ) are given by:
2
dS = riono sin(θ)d θd φ = riono
cos(λ)d λ d φ

(12)
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We use the Biot-Savart formula (Equation 3) for the ionosphere currents in the same
manner as for the magnetosphere but we replace the magnetospheric grid cell volume dV
by the surface element dS and the magnetosphere current densities (in units of A/m2 )
with the height-integrated ionospheric current densities (in A/m).
7.4. Local magnetic coordinate system:
After combining the three contributions in Solar Magnetospheric (SM) coordinates, the
three cartesian components of ∆B are then converted to (North, East, Down) or (−θ, φ,
−r) components in local spherical coordinates at each station. In the “dB/dt” study, the
horizontal components (North, East) are used to compute the time derivatives that are
then compared to the respective components reported by each station.

8. Milestones of CCMC delta-B tool development
A baseline tool was developed by November 2011. After a review of the outputs and
comparisons with SWMF runtime generated time series in summer of 2012 the tool was
rewritten to calculate contributions from the magnetosphere, FAC and ionosphere separately. This allowed for more efficient debugging. In the course of the rewrite, a parallelized re-execution of calculations was implemented. Several bugs in the calculations were
found and corrected. The algorithms for the FAC and ionosphere current contributions
were rewritten to use the currents on the original ionospheric model grids. The current
version of the tool has been finalized in October 2012. This version was used to produced
delta-B time series for all global magnetosphere models evaluated in this report.
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9. Delta-B tool testing and sensitivity analysis
The results of the CCMC Delta-B post-processing tool were compared with runtime
∆B calculations within the Space Weather Modeling Framework (SWMF) model. Running SWMF at the CCMC enables us to use both the model’s own output of ∆B (ID:
9a SWMF) and the global magnetospheric and ionospheric current system post-processing
to compute ∆B (ID: 9 SWMF).
9.1. Grid to cover field-aligned current region
The region that holds the field-aligned currents (FAC) between the magnetosphere’s
inner boundary and the altitude of the ionosphere (assumed at 110 km) is filled with a
spherical grid. The grid starts with the latitude and longitude positions as defined in
the ionosphere electrodynamics module of the SWMF model. In these runs RIM uses a
1-degree spacing in latitude and a 2-degree spacing in longitude.
The radial resolution of the grid that is used to calculate the effects of FAC is a free
parameter of the post-processing algorithm as well as in the SWMF model itself. The
implementation inside the SWMF model version that was delivered to CCMC uses 800
layers (a number of 400 was mentioned in Yu et al. [2010]). To be able to process this
many layers, the model distributes the calculation of ∆B among all 64 processors that
were used to run the model and eliminates FAC filaments with a current strength that
falls below a certain (small) threshold. Thus, the time taken by the ∆B calculation is
negligible compared to the other tasks performed by the model.
During our separate post processing, we only rely on a few processors to perform the
calculation for each time step and therefore we must limit the size of the radial grid.
The post-processing tool needs to complete a calculation before the magnetosphere model
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writes another snapshot of the current system (which is a minute later in the “dB/dt”
study). We performed a grid convergence test using grids with a radial spacing of 1/15RE ,
1/30RE , 1/60RE and 1/120RE corresponding to 29, 59, 118 and 237 layers between
1.017RE (110 km altitude) and 3RE , respectively. Results are shown in Figure 3 for
two stations for the “AGU Storm” (Event 2). Figure 3a and Figure 3b show the portion
of the ∆B signal from the FAC for Yellowknife (YKC) and Ottawa (OTT), respectively.
The black trace is the result obtained by SWMF, and the colored traces are from the different radial resolutions (red: 1/15, yellow: 1/30 and blue: 1/60). On the global scale, the
three resolutions are very similar and for most times lie on top of each other (masked by
the blue line). Figure 3c and Figure 3d show the difference of the three signals compared
to the SWMF model signal.
We see that resolutions of 1/30 and finer yield nearly identical results and only 1/15
differs slightly more (about 5%) from the SWMF results than the other resolutions. A
resolution of 1/30RE is sufficient to provide reasonable results with this algorithm. Finer
resolutions yield no better results and consume unnecessary computing cycles. We chose
dr = 1/30RE for the model challenge described in Pulkkinen et al. [2013]. This resolution allows for real-time calculation of the contribution while providing the best results
available.
9.2. Elimination of FAC filaments below a significance threshold
A possible way to save computational time is to eliminate FAC filaments with FAC
strengths that fall below a small threshold value (SWMF uses 0.0001 in normalized units).
We tested our implementation to see whether implementing a similar elimination made any
difference in terms of results and computation time. We found no measurable difference
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in ∆B values that were obtained using the reduced set of FAC filaments compared to the
calculation using the full set. With our implementation of the calculation in the Interactive
Data Language (IDL R by Exelis Vis), we also did not notice a significant reduction in
terms of the execution time. IDL (version 8.1) uses multi-threading and employed up
to four processors during the calculation. The lack of speed-up using the elimination
procedure may be explained by the fragmentation of large data arrays which are used in
the summation. Larger, contiguous data arrays may be processed as fast (or even faster)
than several arrays that have a shorter combined length. We chose to keep the full set
of FAC filaments to determine the magnetic perturbations and were able to perform the
calculation for the twelve stations faster than real time using the radial resolution that is
sufficient to provide high-quality results.
9.3. Accuracy of station location in geomagnetic coordinates
From the FAC signal we see that there is a systematic difference between our calculated signals and the results written by the SWMF model. To assess one possible source
of the difference we used the magnetometer station locations in geographic coordinates
(GEO) obtained from the INTERMAGNET web site (http://www/intermagnet.org) and
the magnetic coordinates (MAG) as specified in a list in Table 2. The list was compiled for the 2008 GEM modeling challenge (http://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/GEM metrics 08)
and the positions in magnetic coordinates were specified using International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) with parameters valid during 2000-2005. These parameters fit the magnetic field conditions for the four original events defined for the GEM
challenge and these positions were used by the SWMF model. Magnetic latitudes and
longitudes, however, are time dependent in our post-processing algorithm. We start
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with geographic coordinates and convert them to magnetic coordinates for each event
using the applicable parameters specified by the IGRF for the year of each event.
To perform the coordinate transformation in our post processing, we use GEOPACK2008 (http://geo.phys.spbu.ru/∼tsyganenko/modeling.html) with IGRF-11 [Finlay et al.,
2010] coefficients that are definite through year 2010 and constitute extrapolations through
year 2015.
Figure 4 shows the effect of the use of geographic (GEO) and magnetic coordinates
(MAG) on our calculation relative to the SWMF results for the ionosphere, usually the
strongest overall signal (Figure 4a and Figure 4b) and also for the FAC (Figure 4c and
Figure 4d). In a global scale (Figure 4a) the ionosphere signal agrees well for the station
shown. The difference plots for each ∆B-component (Figure 4b), however, show that
there are considerable differences at times within the event at a level of about 10%-15%
of the total signal.
We note that the SWMF approach to transform coordinates with a fixed dipole orientation typically results in an SM station location that is of the order of one degree away from the position calculated by GEOPACK and applicable IGRF coefficients. This is consistent with GEOPACK and IGRF placing the magnetic pole at latitude=79.6 and longitude=288.4 for 2001/01/01 and at latitude=80.0 and longitude=287.8
for 2010/01/01, which is at least one degree away from the SWMF specification (SWMF’s
share/Library/src/ModPlanetConst.f90: geographic latitude = 79.0 degrees, longitude =
289.1 degrees). This fact is demonstrated by plotting the ∆B traces for four virtual station positions located one degree away north, south, east and west of Yellowknife (YKC)
as shown in Figure 4b). A one-degree displacement of a station does give rise to a change
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of the ∆B signal that is comparable to the observed discrepancy. For Event 2, the SWMF
signal at YKC resembles best the signal obtained for a slight (less than one degree) northern deviation (compare red trace with yellow) early in the event (on 12/14) and nearly a
one-degree westerly deviation (red trace comparable with the dark blue trace) later in the
event (between 0:00 UT and 12 UT on 12/15 for north and set components). However,
later in the event no correlation can be seen with either of the 4 colored trace for the
adjacent locations.
For the magnetic perturbations computed from FAC, the one-degree displacement of
the station location yields effects that are smaller than the difference with the SWMF
results. Clearly, another source has to be identified to account for the difference.
The contributions of ionosphere and field-aligned currents on ∆B can be strongly affected by a mis-representation of a station location. Current filaments may be located
nearly overhead and a shifted station location may change the magnitude and even direction of the magnetic contribution from that filament. Evidence of this can be seen in
Figure 4 where the FAC signal can be vastly different for short times during an event
whereas in general the signals are similar.
The magnetosphere contribution is less affected by a possible error in the station location since the magnetic field perturbation exists on a larger spatial scale and the station
location only slightly changes the spherical components of ∆B
9.4. Magnetospheric inner boundary
It was found that the magnetosphere current system near the inner boundary of the
LFM model gave rise to an unphysical baseline in the Dst index. The additional (timeindependent) signal can reach 1000 nT in magnitude when all currents were considered.
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The amplitude diminishes to about 100 nT for currents beyond 3RE and became negligible
(30nT ) when currents beyond 4RE only were considered. Therefore we have set the inner
boundary for purposes of calculating the magnetosphere contribution and to obtain the
field-aligned currents to 4RE for the LFM model. This is 1RE farther than the inner
boundary of 3RE used in the CISM-DX [?] module that calculates Dst and reflects the
fact that we are using locations on the Earth’s surface and not the center of the Earth.

10. Selected metrics
Based on the earlier GEM Challenge experiences and operational needs in terms of
dB/dt prediction capability, it was agreed that the model validation should be built on
event-based analyses. An event is defined here as follows: within a forecast window
0 ≤ t ≤ tf , the absolute value of the parameter of interest exceeds an event threshold
|xthres | (here dB/dt). The windows are moved over the time series in non-overlapping
segments and events for given tf and |xthres | are recorded for both the measured and the
modeled x. By comparing threshold crossing for both observed and modeled time series
one can then build a four-element matrix known as contingency table. The table reports
the number of correct hits, false alarms, missed events and correct no events [e.g., Lopez
et al., 2007].
In this work the length of the analysis window tf was selected to be 20 minutes and the
thresholds dB/dt .3, .7, 1.1 and 1.5 nT/s were used. The selected thresholds represent
values that both span lower and higher ranges of rates of change and are also in the “midrange” in a sense that enough threshold crossing could be detected for good statistics.
We carried out systematic sensitivity analyses to study the impact of the selected forecast
window length. While predictability of events gets somewhat poorer with shorter window
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lengths, the ranking of the models did not change significantly as a function of the analysis
window length (not shown). Consequently, it was concluded that varying the analysis
window length between 10-45 minutes did not change the central results notably.
The elements of the contingency table contain the number of correctly predicted threshold crossings H (hits), the number of false alarms F , the number of missed crossings M
and the number of correctly predicted no crossings N . The set {H, F, M, N } can be used
to compute a number of different metrics quantifying the performance of individual models. In this study three metrics proposed by NOAA SWPC were selected for use in the
final analyses. The selected metrics are Probability of Detection (POD), Probability of
False Detection (POFD) and Heidke Skill Score (HSS). We describe each metric more in
detail in the following subsections.
10.1. Probability of Detection
POD is defined for the set {H, F, M, N } as

P OD =

H
H +M

(13)

The metric measures the fraction of observed threshold crossings which where correctly
forecast. It ranges from 0 to 1 with 1 being a perfect score. Since a model providing
artificially large signal amplitudes will tend to generate large H and large POD the metric
should be used in conjunction with POFD defined below.
10.2. Probability of False Detection
POFD is defined for the set {H, F, M, N } as
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P OF D =

F
F +N

(14)

The metric measures the fraction of correctly predicted no crossings that were incorrectly
forecast as crossings. POFD ranges from 0 to 1, with 0 being a perfect score. Similar to
POD, a model predicting artificially low signal amplitudes will provide low F and small
PODF and thus the metric should be used in conjunction with POD.
10.3. Heidke Skill Score
HSS is defined for the set {H, F, M, N } as

HSS =

2(HN − M F )
(H + M )(M + N ) + (H + F )(F + N )

(15)

The metric measures the fraction of correctly predicted threshold crossings after eliminating those predictions that would be correct purely by random chance. It ranges from
negative infinity to 1. Negative values indicate that random forecast is better than the
model prediction, 0 indicates no skill (as good as random) and 1 indicates a perfect score.
It is noted that for HSS to be meaningful measure of the model performance a variety
of states of the system should be studied. For example, perfect prediction of no 1.5 nT/s
crossings for a weak event (H = M = F = 0) is reported as HSS = 0/0, which is
not defined. Consequently, to guarantee well-defined HSS one should be careful to pick
thresholds that are crossed for the selected sets of events.

11. Results of Metrics Analysis
To demonstrate a typical storm-time situation, Figs. 5 and 6 show example time
series of the observed vs modeled dB/dt for the event 2 (Table 1).

Data for all
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events and stations are viewable via CCMC’s online visualization interface accessible
at http://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/challenges/dBdt/metrics results.php. As is seen from the
figures, models do not generally capture the dB/dt fluctuations point-by-point, which is
not surprising considering the complex waveform of the signal. However, the amplitudes
of high-latitude dB/dt fluctuation especially in the beginning of the event are reproduced
to a degree by the models. Although all models miss some of the observed activity, for example, at station ABK (Fig. 5) around 26-32 MLT, the capability, at times, to reproduce
comparable dB/dt amplitudes, indicates that the models may provide utility in capturing
events within given forecast windows. We will quantify this capability to capture the
events using metrics discussed in Section 10.
The final metrics-based analyses were carried out for each individual model using events
and stations described in Section 2 and the corresponding contingency tables with elements {H, F, M, N } were generated for each model for each event and station for dB/dt
thresholds of .3, .7, 1.1 and 1.5 nT/s. Here we will report only the results integrated,
i.e. summed contingency table elements, over all events. The summary results are integrated also separately over high-latitude (PBQ/SNK, ABK, YKC) and mid-latitude
stations (WNG, NEW, OTT). Figs. 7 and 8 show the corresponding POD, POFD and
HSS for all participating models.
The focus of this paper is to report on the process, metrics, and initial results from
the evaluation of physics-based and empirical models that predict regional ground-based
dB/dt variations during strong geomagnetic activity. Future work is needed to understand
where model improvements are needed to better represent observations. At this stage of
the work, it is important to quantify model capabilities, and to provide information that
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will be used to assess whether or not these models provide useful guidance for improved
forecasts of regional ground-based magnetic field perturbations. For model settings analyzed in this study it is quite clear that for a given set of stations, events, and metrics,
the model 9 SWMF provides the highest POD and HSS for most of the thresholds. As an
indication that large dB/dt events are still a challenge to capture accurately, for threshold
1.5 nT/s none of the models is capable of providing POD or HSS greater than 0.5.
We emphasize that for optimal statistics the summary results reported here are obtained by integrating over selected stations and all events. The results and the ranking of the models vary from station to station and event to event (see Fig. 9). Further, event 1 dominates the statistics for larger dB/dt thresholds due to the strength
of the Halloween storm event.

The breakdown of the results for individual events

(skill score plots and contingency tables) for further analysis are presented at the web
page dedicated to the operational geospace model validation at the CCMC website:
http://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/challenges/dBdt/index.php. Skill score plots and contingency
table for individual evenls are also presented in Appendixes A and B in the Supplementary
Material attached to this report. Note that statistics for individual events studies may be
isufficient for some thresholds and further interpretation of event-by-event results should
be done with caution.

12. Time line visualization and metrics analysis system
Model verification studies such as the one described in this work have been accompanied
by an online visualization and analysis tool that allows a user to plot any subset of available
model simulations for a predefined set of time periods (“Events”) and calculate skill scores
used in the various studies themselves. This tool is being used to quickly compare results
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for accurate range, data gaps and to add additional runs as they become available to new
(and existing) studies.
All data analyzed in this study are viewable via CCMC’s on-line visualization interface
accessible at http://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/challenges/dBdt/metrics results.php at
the special page at the CCMC website dedicated to the operational geospace model validation: http://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/challenges/dBdt/index.php. Fig. 10 shows the screen
shot of the entry page to the interface. To access the time line visualization interface the
user can click on the name of the selected ground station for the selected event. TIme
series also can be downloaded by clicking on the link at the bottom of the entry page
The online visualization consists of three elements: 1) The Data Tree with lists of model
runs; 2) The front-end Visualization Interface; 3) The back-end Calculation Software.
The Data Tree contains the name of the study (e.g., “GEM2008” for the GEM metics
challenges, or “CETI2010” for ionospheric model challenge initiated in 2010). A list of
model runs contains the short run ID (e.g. 9 SWMF), followed by the sub-directory that
holds the data and a short description that is displayed when data files are available (see
Figure 11).
The Visualization Interface is a Perl script that uses four basic inputs to descend
into the data directory tree to offer the user a selection of available model runs and the
variables involved in that study.
• The metrics campaign (e.g., “GEM2008”, “CETI2010”).
• The event used in the study, such as the time period from the “Halloween Storm”
(Event 1) or the “AGU Storm” (Event 2).
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• The observatory or satellite used to obtain the data, such as the magnetometer
station “YKC”, “MEA” (this study) or the “GOES-10” spacecraft in the magnetospheric
magnetic field study [Rastätter et al., 2011].
• The type of metrics study selected, currently a number from 1 through 12, where 4
denotes the ∆B values used in Rastätter et al. [2013b] and 12 denites the dB/dt values
used in Pulkkinen et al. [2013] and this report. The type of study determines which
physical variables are offered for comparison and analysis. A drop-down list displays
variables such as ∆BNorth , ∆BH or |B|).
The interface also displays the start and end time of the selected event and a list of
model runs that can be selected for display and analysis (Figure 11a). The user can
modify the time range, the variable from the drop-down list and can select the color and
line style for each run in the plot. A checkbox can be activated to perform skill score
analysis and the vertical plot range can be set explicitly.
The back-end Calculation Software that renders the plot images and lists the skill
score values is a program written in the Interactive Data Language (IDL by Exelis). The
interface creates a driver program in IDL that transmit the selected options to the backend program. When executed, the program fetches the data and model results, selects
or calculates the requested quantity, and performs the analysis (i.e., computes skill scores
or threshold-based contingency tables) for each model run for the selected time interval.
Results are displayed as an image (or set of images), and a listing of scores (Figure 11b).
In the case of the study of ∆B and most other studies, skill scores such as Prediction
Efficiency, Correlation Coefficient, and Yield as described in Rastätter et al. [2013a] are
calculated and listed. In the case of dBh /dt, the threshold-based contingency tables
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Pulkkinen et al. [2013] are generated for each selected model run. Figure 11b shows a
result for a plot of the north component of ∆B with skill scores and a plot of the power
spectrum for the selected analysis window size and time period.

13. Discussion
In this work, coordination among the CCMC, NOAA SWPC, modelers and science
community has resulted in the evaluation of several geospace models capable of predicting
the fluctuation of the ground magnetic field. The work was a continuation of earlier GEM
modeling challenges and was designed to support model transition into operations at
NOAA SWPC. The primary NOAA interest in this specific effort was to study models’
capability to reproduce the observed dB/dt, which can be used as an indicator for GIC
activity.
The report describes the method developed at the CCMC by Rastätter et al. [2013b] to
calculate the magnetic perturbation delta-B at selected magnetometer station locations
from physics-based coupled models of the magnetosphere-ionosphere system. The calculations are performed on snapshots of the full current systems in the magnetosphere and
ionosphere that are written at regular time intervals during a simulation run.
To validate the delta-B tool we compared components of the new post-processing
algorithm to the existing implementation of a ∆B calculation within the SWMF
magnetosphere-ionosphere model. Both the SWMF model and our post-processing tool
essentially generate the same ∆B results that include contributions from all the currents
in the coupled magnetosphere-ionosphere system. We identified minor differences between the SWMF model results and results from our algorithm that can be attributed
to the different methods used to convert between the coordinate systems that are being
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used. SWMF uses a fixed geographic position of the magnetic dipole to convert between
Magnetic (MAG), Solar-Magnetic (SM) and Geocentric-Solar-Magnetospheric (GSM) coordinates. We use Geopack-2008 that accounts for secular variations in the orientation of
the geo-magnetic dipole. The difference in position is of the order of one degree in latitude
or longitude and explains the differences seen in the magnetic perturbation signals.
We were able to perform the post-processing of one-minute-resolution model outputs
in real-time on a few processors. This means that it takes less than a minute per set of
outputs to read the currents, calculate and write the magnetic perturbations for every
station in the list that was used in the study. The model grid in the ionosphere was
used to set up a spherical grid between the ionospheric altitude and the current pickup
radius in the magnetosphere. We performed a grid convergence study and found that
good results can be achieved even when using only about a tenth of the altitude layers
compared to the SWMF model. Differences between the SWMF runtime calculations and
the CCMC delta-B post-processing tool are negligible compared to the differences seen
between observations and modeled results.
We described the functionality of the online model-observation comparison tool that
has been implemented to compare time lines in support of this evaluation as well as other
model validation studies performed at the CCMC.
We reported here the metrics results integrated over selected stations and all events.
Model 9 SWMF provided the highest POD and HSS for all dB/dt thresholds used to build
the event detection-based contingency tables. However, we emphasize that the metrics
results vary from station to station and event to event. One should thus be cautious
in making general interpretations without studying the more detailed breakdown of the
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analysis. For this purpose, along with CCMC’s online analysis interface, contingency
tables for each individual event are available at the ”Operational Geospace Model Validation” pages at the CCMC website and at the appendixes in the Supplementary Material
attached to this report.
Finally, the key question is “are the models good enough to provide tangible value for
the end-user in need to mitigate GIC?” This is a multifaceted complex question and the
answer most likely varies from user to user. Based on the summary results for POD, POFD
and HSS with the dB/dt threshold of 1.5 nT/s, it is clear that predicting large dB/dt is
still a challenge. POD and HSS were below 0.5 for all models for the dB/dt threshold
of 1.5 nT/s. Users requiring localized predictions for large dB/dt with high likelihood
of event detection may not be satisfied with the current state-of-the-art. However, we
saw that models have the capability to capture the general level of enhanced activity.
Consequently, users satisfied with more rough characterization of dB/dt activation over
the storm periods may be able to use the models for generating actionable information.
The models validated in this paper can provide short lead-time dB/dt predictions. The
meaning of “short” will vary as a function of the speed of transient structures in the
solar wind and the computational capacity available for model execution. Lead-times of
15-30 minutes at best can be expected for fast coronal mass ejection events. Obviously,
continuous high-quality upstream solar wind plasma and magnetic field monitoring used
to drive the models is also required. It is important to acknowledge that while providing
24/7 data stream, ACE SWEPAM plasma experiment has limitations during strong solar
energetic particle events [Skoug et al., 2004] often associated with major Earth-directed
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coronal mass ejections. The Deep Space Climate Observatory (DSCOVR) mission that
will replace ACE as the primary upstream monitor is expected to launch 2014.
Finally, one of the results of this effort to evaluate geospace models for transition from
the research environment to operations is that it has accelerated the delivery of new
versions of models to the CCMC for use by the science community. It has also resulted in
the rigorous validation of models and initiated feedback from the operations to research
that will ultimately result in a better understanding of where model improvements are
most needed.

14. Supplementary Comments
The analysis presented in this report demonstrated that for the selected physical parameter (dB/dt) and threshold-based metrics physics-based models are ranked higher than
empirical models for most of events and thresholds. The top ranked model contains additional physics (ring current effects) that are not included in other models. This is an
indication that incorporation of inner magnetosphere into global magnetosphere models
is important for further improvements of model performance.
One should be cautious in making general interpretations of the results of metrics studies
presented in this report. Our experience with different types of metrics studies demonstrated that model ranking depends on physical parameters selected for evaluation as well
as on metrics type. For different physical parameters and different approaches to modeldata comparison the top-ranking model can be different. By no means model ranking
presented in this report can be interpreted as ranking of overall model quality.
It is clear that predicting large dB/dt is still a challenge. POD and HSS were below 0.5
for all models for the dB/dt threshold of 1.5 nT/s. This is an indication that model perfor-
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mance may benefit from grid resolution increase at the inner boundary of the simulation
domain and in areas of currents systems that are mapped to the ionosphere.
Simulations for this evaluation study used level 2 solar wind input data for most of the
events. Real-time input data may degrade the performance and change model ranking.
For real-time calculations input data streams have to be automatically analyzed for data
gaps, bad data points, etc.
Time series analyzed in this report were obtained using CCMC post-processing tool
that includes contribution from different sources in ionosphere and magnetosphere. Thus,
we are dealing with value added products. Using other tools may affect metrics analysis
results.
Runs performed for this study demonstrated model robustness for a set of events that
lasted no more than 48 hours. Continues simulations for longer period of time impose
additional requirements on model robustness. All of the models evaluated in this study
are implemented at the CCMC Runs-on-request system. Continues real-time simulations
are also being tested. In some cases we have to modify model settings (e.g., by changing
the simulation grid and/or by switching to more diffusive but more robust numerical
scheme) to allow the run to come through the requested time interval. Modification of
model settings can lead to changes in skill scores and model ranking. Continues use of
models at CCMC for Runs-on-request and real-time runs will increase the statistics for
further model performance evaluation. Timeline analysis tools developed at the CCMC
in support of this study allow real-time post-processing and skill score calculations in
automatic fashion.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 1. Solar wind bulk plasma and the interplanetary magnetic field observations (in
each panel from top to bottom: plasma density, plasma temperature, x-component of the
plasma flow velocity, y-component of the plasma flow velocity, z-component of the plasma
flow velocity, x-component of the magnetic field, y-component of the magnetic field, zcomponent of the magnetic field) for the studied storm events (panels a-f corresponding
to events 1-6) given in Table 1. Data in Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric coordinates..
See the text for details.
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Table 1. Geospace events studied in the validation activity. The last two columns give
the minimum Dst index and the maximum Kp index of the event, respectively.
Event #

Date and time

1

October 29, 2003 06:00 UT - October 30, 06:00 UT

2

min(Dst) max(Kp)
-353 nT

9

December 14, 2006 12:00 UT - December 16, 00:00 UT -139 nT

8

3

August 31, 2001 00:00 UT - September 1, 00:00 UT

-40 nT

4

4

August 31, 2005 10:00 UT - September 1, 12:00 UT

-131 nT

7

5

April 5, 2010 00:00 UT - April 6, 00:00 UT

-73 nT

8-

6

August 5, 2011 09:00 UT - Aug 6, 09:00 UT

-113 nT

8-
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The locations of the geomagnetic observatories used in the study. Bold

typeface stations indicate the six stations (stations PBQ and SNK are alternates, see the
text for details) used in the final analyses. The table lists the stations by chain from low
to high magnetic latitude.
Station

Geographic Geo-Magnetic

Name

IAGA Code

Fresno

FRN

37.09 240.28 43.52

305.25

Newport

NEW

48.27 242.88 54.85

304.68

Meanook

MEA

54.62 246.65 61.57

306.20

Yellowknife

YKC

62.48 245.52 68.93

299.36

Fredericksburg

FRD

38.20 282.63 48.4

353.38

Ottawa

OTT

45.40 284.45 55.63

355.31

Poste de la Baleine

PBQ

55.28 282.26 65.46

351.81

Iqaluit

IQA

63.75 291.48 73.98

5.24

Fürstenfeldbrück

FUR

48.17 11.28 48.38

94.61

Wingst

WNG

53.74

95.0

Abisko

ABK

68.36 18.82 66.06

114.66

Hornsund

HRN

77.00 15.37 73.88

125.99

lat.

lon.

9.07

lat.

54.12

lon.
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Figure 2.

The locations and the station codes of the geomagnetic observatories used

in the study. Geomagnetic dipole coordinates are used. Thick and thin circles indicate
high-latitude and mid-latitude stations, respectively, used in the final analyses in Section
11.
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Models analyzed in the validation effort. Each model is assigned a unique

model identifier given by the leftmost column of the table. The table indicates the model
setting, and if applicable, the number of cells and the minimum spatial resolution used in
the global MHD part of the model. See text in Section 5 for details.
Identifier

(model version) Model

Grid (# of cells, min. res.)

2 LFM-MIX

(LTR-2.1.1) LFM coupled with ionospheric electrodynamics

163,000, 0.4 RE

3 WEIGEL

empirical model

N/A

4 OPENGGCM (OpenGGCM 4.0) global MHD coupled with CTIM

3.9 million, 0.25 RE

5 WEIMER

empirical model

N/A

9 SWMF

(SWMF 2011-01-31) BATS-R-US coupled with RIM and RCM 1 million, 0.25 RE
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 3.

Grid convergence study for field-aligned current contribution to ∆B. Fig-

ure 3a shows results for the high-latitude station YKC, Figure 3b shows results for the
mid-latitude station OTT. The black trace shows the SWMF result and the colored traces
show the different grid resolutions used by the CCMC calculation: red: dr = 1/15RE ,
orange: dr = 1/30RE , blue: dr = 1/60RE . dark blue: dr = 1/120RE At the global
scale the traces are virtually identical. Figure 3c and Figure 3d show in greater detail
the colored traces between 16:00 and 20:00 on 2006/12/14, indicated by vertical lines in
Figure 3a) and Figure 3b. The middle traces in Figure 3c for YKC show the largest differences between the resolution settings. SWMF signal is not shown in the shorter time
intervals in Figure 3c and Figure 3d.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4. Effect of station location on ionosphere current and FAC contributions to ∆B
at YKC. Figure 4a: Ionosphere current contribution: SWMF (black trace), CCMC postprocessing using either station locations in geographic (magenta) or magnetic coordinates
(red). The two CCMC traces are indistinguishable on this scale and differ slightly from
the SWMF trace. Figure 4b: Differences between SWMF and CCMC (magenta and red,
nearly on top of each other) and the difference between the CCMC signal at the station
location and 4 locations one degree away in geographic coordinates in each direction
(north: “YKC-N” [yellow], south: “YKC-S” [green], east: “YKC-E” [light blue], west:
“YKC-W” [dark blue]). Figure 4c: ∆B from FAC in same format as Figure 4a. Figure 4d:
Differences between the SWMF and CCMC for FAC contribution to ∆B. Colored traces
are derived in the same manner as in Figure 4b.
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Figure 5. Time series of the observed (blue curves) vs modeled (black curves) dB/dt at
the three high-latitude stations indicated in Table 2 for event 2 indicated in Table 1. The
time is magnetic local time (MLT) and the dashed lines indicate the dB/dt thresholds of
.3, .7, 1.1 and 1.5 nT/s. Panels a)-e) show results for models 2 LFM-MIX, 3 WEIGEL,
4 OPENGGCM, 5 WEIMER and 9 SWMF, respectively (see Table 3).
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Figure 6. Time series of the observed (blue curves) vs modeled (black curves) dB/dt at
the three mid-latitude stations indicated in Table 2 for event 2 indicated in Table 1. The
time is magnetic local time (MLT) and the dashed lines indicate the dB/dt thresholds of
.3, .7, 1.1 and 1.5 nT/s. Panels a)-e) show results for models 2 LFM-MIX, 3 WEIGEL,
4 OPENGGCM, 5 WEIMER and 9 SWMF, respectively (see Table 3).
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Probability of Detection (POD) (blue curve) and Probability of False De-

tection (POFD) (black curve) defined in Section 10 for the dB/dt thresholds a) .3 nT/s,
b) .7 nT/s, c) 1.1 nT/s and d) 1.5 nT/s. In all panels the top panel shows POD and
POFD obtained by integrating over the three mid-latitude stations and the bottom panel
shows POD and POFD obtained by integrating over the three high-latitude stations. The
models (see Table 3) are ordered according to their POD. The model with the largest
POD is the leftmost in all panels.
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Heidke Skill Score (HSS) defined in Section 10 for the dB/dt thresholds a)

.3 nT/s, b) .7 nT/s, c) 1.1 nT/s and d) 1.5 nT/s. In all panels the top panel shows HSS
obtained by integrating over the three mid-latitude stations and the bottom panel shows
HSS obtained by integrating over the three high-latitude stations. The models (see Table
3) are ordered according to their HSS. The model with the largest HSS is the leftmost in
all panels.
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5 and d) HSS for event 6. Compare to Figs. 7 and 8.
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10.

The screen shot of the entry page to the interface

http://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/challenges/dBdt/metrics results.php at the special
page at the CCMC website dedicated to the operational geospace model validation. To
access the time line visualization interface the user can click on the name of the selected
ground station for the selected event. Time series also can be downloaded by clicking on
the link at the bottom of the entry page.
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Visualization: data-model comparison at CCMC

http://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/run_metrics_vis.cgi?study=GEM2008&e...

Visualization: data-model comparison at CCMC

Related Links | Frequently Asked Questions | Community Feedback | Downloads | Sitemap

About

Models at CCMC Request A Run

a)

View Results

Instant Run Metrics and Validation

Education

RT Simulations

Data and model comparisons

This is the web interface for the visualization of observational data and results of several model
run results.

http://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/run_metrics_vis.cgi

Related Links | Frequently Asked Questions | Community Feedback | Downloads | Sitemap

About

Models at CCMC Request A Run

View Results

Instant Run Metrics and Validation

Education

RT Simulations

b)

Please review the default selections below and make your changes.
To start the graphics program click the Update Plot button. The resulting image will be displayed at this location
of the page.
Should the result be a black image, then the graphics program encountered a programming error. Please report
the set of input parameters used.
Go back to metrics challenge table
Update Plot

Update Plot will update (generate) the plot with the chosen time and plot parameters below.

This will take some time (typically 10-30s) as data is read in and processed.
Start: Year:

2006

to End: Year:

Month:

2006

Day:

12

Month:

12

Choose Quantity to be displayed:

Hour:

14

Day:

16

Minute:

12

Hour:

Second:

0

Minute:

0

0

Figure: B_North from observatory PBQ and model runs
Campaign: GEM2008
Metric study: Ground magnetic field perturbations
Event: December 14, 2006 12 00 UT - December 16, 00 00 UT

0

Second:

0

B_North - disturbance BNorth

Variable: B_North Observation file: pbq_OBS_20061214.txt
Model_Setting
PredEff
PredYield Correlation MinTimingError MaxTimingError N_region
6_SWMF
-0.081
0.5461
0.4722
2.1000
1.2667
2160
9_SWMF
0.399
0.6665
0.6969
4.9667
0.5667
2160

Plot Options:
Image magnification 1
Line thickness 5
Character thickness 5
(all annotations)
Thickeness of Observation Data overplot (0: obs. data appears behind model results)
Lock plot range:
Min.: -1700
Max.:

Note: B-field disturbances were written directly by WEIMER and WEIGEL models.
Runs of SWMF (unless noted), OpenGGCM and CMIT models required a separate computation that was performed by CCMC.

PredEff
PredYield
Correlation
MinTimingError
MaxTimingError
N_region
N_finite
LogSpectDist
nWin

1

N_finite
2159
2160

LogSpecDist
0.6931
0.4750

nWin
68
69

Prediction Efficiency metric
ratio of the range of modeled values (max minus min) compared to the observation (max minus min)
Cross-Correlation coefficient
absolute time difference between observation time of global minimum and time of modeled minimum (useful for events with sing
absolute time difference between observation time of global maximum and time of modeled maximum (useful for events with sing
number of samples in the selected time window
number of points that were used for comparison (ie., those that were not NaN or infinite)
Log-Spectral Distance metric
number of windows used for the spectral analysis (120-minute windows, offset by 30 minutes from the neighboring windows)

500

Show scores
Spectral analysis: Window Length [min]:

120

Window overlap [%]:

75

Select model settings
magenta

solid

magenta

dotted

magenta

dashed

magenta

dash-dotted

red

solid

blue

solid

1_SWMF:
2_SWMF:
3_SWMF:
4_SWMF:
5_SWMF:
6_SWMF:

BATSRUS 7.73, 2M cells, CCMC
BATSRUS 7.73, 700k cells (real-time setup), CCMC
BATSRUS 8.01 with RCM, 2M cells, CCMC
BATSRUS 8.01, 3 M cells, CCMC
BATSRUS 8.01 with RCM, 3M cells, CCMC
SWMF v20090403, BATSRUS+RCM2, 900k cells, RT on 64

solid

9_SWMF: SWMF.v20110131, ~1 mln cells with RCM (deltaB, Dst from

dotted

9a_SWMF: SWMF.v20110131, ~1 mln cells with RCM (deltaB, Dst

procs., A. Ridley
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CCMC processing)
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Update Plot

Update Plot will update (generate) the plot with the chosen time and plot parameters below.

This will take some time (typically 10-30s) as data is read in and processed.
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Figure 11.

Screen shot of plot interface. Figure 11a shows the interface displaying

plot options and a (partial) list of available model runs for the selected study, event, and
observatory (here: magnetometer station). The user can select the time period, a plot
quantity from the drop-down list (here displaying “B North” as the selected quantity),
and under ’“Plot Options” may modify the size of the displayed image, set the vertical
plot range, and elect whether to calculate skill scores. Spectral analysis or event-based
metrics have additional parameters such as window size, window overlap or threshold
value (not shown). The list of runs contains options to select the color and line style of
the model output traces. Figure 11b shows results returned. The skill scores include the
Prediction Efficiency, Yield, Correlation Coefficient and Timing Errors (used in Rastätter
et al. [2013a]) with explanations. The top image is the time plot and the bottom the
spectral power plot with model runs data rendered with the selected colors and line styles.
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